Crossing Numbers of Graphs, Lower Bound
Techniques and Algorithms: A Survey
Farhad Shahrokhi* Lkszl6 A. Sz~kely** Imrich Vrt'o***
A b s t r a c t . We give a survey of recent techniques for deriving lower bounds
and algorithms for constructing upper bounds for several variations of the
crossing number problem. Our aim is to emphasize the more general resuits or those results which have an algorithmic flavor, including the recent
results of the authors.
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Introduction

Topological graph theory is a beautiful and profound subject in which most
problems are conceptually intricate and computationally intractable. Among the
problems in this field, the problem of drawing graphs with minimum number
of edge crossings in the plane has been studied extensively by mathematicians
[1, 4, 9, 15, 19, 20, 31], and also by the computer science and the VLSI communities [21, 7]. Some very effective methods for deriving lower bounds on the planar
crossing number were obtained by this second group and has remained unknown
to the graph theory community. For instance, a recently published paper in graph
theory [22] announced the lower bound of ~(k ~l~
for the crossing number of
the k-dimensional cube, where the lower bound of ~(4 ~) is easily achievable by
standard VLSI techniques. In particular, the only existing algorithm for computing provably near-optimal solutions to the planar crossing number problem has
been provided by the VLSI community [7].
There have not been too many results dealing with the crossing number problem
on a surface, perhaps due to the difficulty of the problem which had made the
existing tools inadequate. There had been some very elegant and valuable results
published in this area by the mathematics community [14, 18, 16, 17, 18, 23].
However, these results are either stated for selected family of graphs, or if they
are general they do not appear to be effective for some specific cases. In particular,
the methods have been ad-hoc and did not provide for a computationally effective
approach.
Very recently, a computationally effective method which could provide for a provably near-optimal number of crossings on surfaces has been discovered [25, 27].
This method also provides for a general upper bound on the number of crossings
which quantifies the extent to which the addition of a handle or crosscap can
be useful. Moreover, the speculations on how to minimize the number of edge
crossings when drawing graphs on the books, has led to the discovery of the first
computationally effective method which provides for provably near-optimal drawings of graphs with straight lines in the plane [28]. The method also provides
for an upper bound on the number crossings in the straight line drawing which
involves the planar crossing number. Thus, the extent to which drawing the edges
with straight lines would increase the number of crossings has been quantified.
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In deriving the results in [25, 27, 28] we have adopted and generalized the tools
provided by the VLSI community [21, 7]. We were also inspired and guided by
the previous results obtained by the graph theorists [1, 18, 19, 16, 17].
In this paper we will survey the methods for deriving general lower bounds, and
algorithms for constructing upper bounds for several variations of the crossing
number problems. Our intention is to mention the results which have been obtained by the two groups and would be of interest to both the computer scientists
and the mathematicians. However, we would only explicitly mention those methods which are either very general, or have some algorithmic flavor, including our
own ~results. Nevertheless, we have tried to include most of the imp ortant results
related to the crossing number problems in our bibliography. Section 2 contains
the basic definitions. Section 3 contains the methods for deriving the lower bounds,
whereas Section 4 contains the algorithms and the methods for deriving the upper
bounds.
2

Basic Definitions

Throughout this paper we assume G =(V, E) has n vertices, m edges, maximum
degree A and minimum degree ~. Let di(G) denote the degree of vertex i E V.
(For concepts of topological graph theory not defined here in detail, see [31].) For
g > 0, let S9 and Ng denote the orientable surface and non-orientable surface,
re~ectively, of genus g. Thus S a is topologically equivalent to a sphere with g
handles (or holes) and Nais topologically equivalent to a sphere with g crosscaps.
To get a feeling about these surfaces, note that $1 is the torus, $2 is the double torus, N1 is the real projective plane, and N~. is the Klein bottle. It is well
known that any compact 2-manifold is topologically equivalent to either S a or
N a. Throughout this paper a surface means a compact 2-manifold.
A drawing D of a graph G on a surface S consists of placing the vertices of G
on S and drawing the edges of G using the continuous curves of S between the
corresponding vertices, such that no curve has a vertex as an internal point and
no point is an internal point of 3 curves.
Let era(G ) and Era(G ) denote the minimum number of crossings over all drawings
of G on S a and Ng, respectively. We call era(G ) and Era(G), the crossing number
of G on Sa and Na, respectively. Note that er0(G) is the familiar planar crossing
number. Let e?o(G) denote the the minimum number of edge crossings when each
edge of G is drawn by exactly one straight line segment in the plane, ee0(G) is
called the rectilinear crossing number of G.
For a drawing D of G on a surface with g handles or crosscaps, let era(D ) denote
the number of edge crossings in D.
For any partition of the vertex set V of G into two disjoint parts V1 and V2, let
E(V1, V2) denote the set of edges with one endpoint in V1 and the other in V2.
Define the bisection width of G as

b(G) =

rain
{]E(V~,V~)I},
Wd,W~l>-/s

where the minimum is taken over all partitions V = V1 U V2 with IVlh Iv21 > n/3.
Also, define b(G) - maz~<ob(tI), where the maximum is taken overall subgraphs
of G.
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A b o o k consists of a spine and k pages, k > 1. The spine of the book is a line. Each
page is a hag-plane that has the spine as its boundary. Informally, a drawing of an
undirected graph G = (V, E ) in the book consists of an ordering of the vertices on
the spine and then drawing each edge of the graph in one page of the book with a
curve, such that, any curve has only its two end-points on the spine and no three
curves intersect in one point unless it is an end-point in common. Let us denote
by vk(G) the minimum number of crossings among all k-page book embedding of
G. For a drawing D of G on a k-page book, let vk(D) denote the n u m b e r of edge
crossings in D.
Let G1 = < V1,E1 > and G~ = < V2,E2 > be two undirected graphs, IV1[ < [l/~[.
An embedding of G1 in G2 is a pair of mappings w = < r r > satisfying

r : ~ --~ ~ is an injection
r : E1 --* {set of all paths in G~},
such that if uv 6 E1 then r
and any u 6 V2 define

is a path between r

p~(e)=[{YeE1
: eer
" ~ ( ~ ) = I { f e E1 : u e r

and r

For any e 6 E2

and

Moreover, we define,
p~ -- m a x p ~ ( e ) , and
e~2

= max

uEV2

(u).

We refer to p~ and rnw as the edge congestion and vertex congestion of w, respectively.

3
3.1

The Lower Bounds
Euler's Formula, Induction and Counting

Using the Euler's polyhedral formula it is easy to see that for any graph G =
(V, E), with IVI = n, IEI -- m

cr0(G) > m - 3n + 6.

(1)

The generalizations of this result on a surface are due to Kainen [18] and Kainen
and White [19].
T h e o r e m 1. L e t G = (V, E ) be a graph w i t h o u t loops and parallel edges with
IV[ = n, [E[ = m . L e t !, l >_ 3 be the length o f the smallest cycle in G. T h e n

crg(G) >

m

1
- ~---~(, - 2 + 2g)

l
c~g(G) > m - - f - ~ ( n

- 2 + g)

[18]
[19]
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P r o o f . We demonstrate the orientable case only. The nonorientable case is similar.
Suppose G is drawn on S 9 with crg(G) crossings. We choose a minimal set E0 of
edges whose removal permit G to he embedded in Sg. Then

crg(G) > IEol.

(2)

This is easily seen by choosing for each crossing, an edge which is involved in
the crossing. Denote G' -- G - E0. T h e n crg(G') -- O. Clea~ly 7(G') ~ g. Let
G ~ is embedded in Sg. T h e n G ~ is a 2-cell embedding in Sg, that is, Sg - G ~ is
a collection of open discs, or faces. The boundary of each face is a cycle in G q
Suppose each cycle is bounded by at least l' edges. Note that l' >_ I. Therefore

l'f < 2(m - IE0[), where f is the number of faces. This together with Euler's
f o r n ~ l a for G ~ n - (m - ]E0]) -{- f = 2 - 27(G ~) easily implies
l'
l
IS0[ > m - y~--~(n - 2 + 27(6')) > m - y-~-~(n - 2 + 2g).
Noting (2) we get the claimed result.

[3

Theorem 1 by itself m a y not provide for strong lower bounds, and it is often useful
to combine it with other methods.
The first general lower bound for cro(G) has been derived by Ajtai et al. [1],
and, independently by Leighton [21]. The method used to obtain the lower bound
combines the Euler's formula (on the plane) with induction.
T h e o r e m 2. [1, 21] For any G, with m >_4n one has,
m3

cro(G) >_ 100n 2
P r o o f s k e t c h . We show by induction on n that for m >_ 4n

,(:) ~~

cro(G ) >_-~

(3)

Note that for n < 9, the inequality m > 4n can only satisfiedfor K 9 with n -- 9
and m = 36, in which case the result follows from 1. For n > 10, if 5n > m > 4n,
then the claim follows from (1) since the right-hand side of (3) is at mo~t m -~ 3n.
If m > 5n, then note that

( . - 4)cr0(c) >

cr0(G,),
.EV

where G~ is a graph obtained by removing vertex x from G. Note that the number
of edges of Gx, denoted by rn~ is m - d~ > 4n, and thus the induction hypothesis
applies to Gx. Consequently,

3 ( n - 1 ) ~ . = E v ma
E cro(G~) > -~
4
Now (3) follows easily by doing some algebra. To complete the proof observe that
for n > 9, the right-hand side of (3) is at least mS~lOOn2.
0.
We no'w point out the analogue to Theorem 2 on a surface which is derived
using the counting method. The counting method, normally requires to inspect
the subgraphs of a desirable size (or structure) and apply the lower bounds in
Theorem 1 to the subgraphs. The counting argument in very special cases, where
G is K , or Krn,,, and g = 0,1, was used previously in [16, 17, 20].
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T h e o r e m 3. [27] Let G = (V, E), with rn > 8n. Let D be any drawing of G on a
surface of genus g. Then the following hold.

cre(D ) = D

-n-T

,provided t h a t n2/m > g > 0,
that n 2 / m < g

crg(D) = s ( ~ ) , p r o v i d e d

<m/64.

P r o o f . We prove the orientable case only. The proof for the nonorientable case is
similar. Let r, 4 .< r < n be an integer. Let G t = (V ~, E ~) be an induced subgraph
of G with IVY[ = r and D ~ be a subdrawing in D associated with G ~. By T h e o r e m
1, we must have, cra(D' ) > [E'[ - 3(r + 2g). Summing up these inequalities over
all drawings associated with induced subgraphs G ~ with r vertices, we obtain

G~ ffi(VI,B ~)
IV~lfr

Moreover, observe t h a t

Gt=<VS,Es>
IV~l=r

which implies

c~g(D) > ( . - 2 ) ( . - 3) ( m

.(. -

>

(4)

where the last inequality is implied by r > 4. We try to set the value of r to get the
best possible lower bound. If 0 _< g < n ~ m , then, we set r = r8n2/m], note t h a t
4 < r < n. Observe t h a t in this case, 6(r + 2g)(n2/r 2) < (6n2/r) + (12gn2/r 2) <
60m/64, since r >_ 8n2/m and g < n2/m. Using (4), we get crg(D) >_ m3/1300n 2.
Now assume that n2/m <_ g <_ m / 6 4 , set r = f 8 ~ ] ,
and note t h a t
4 < r < n. Moreover, in this case r < 8g, since n2/m < g, and consequently
we have, 6 ( r + 2g)(n2/r 2) < (60gn2/r 2) < 60m/64, since r > 8 gv/~-2/m.Now (4)
implies cra(D ) > m2/463g.
[]
Let n = o(m) and observe that the lower bound in T h e o r e m 2 dominates the lower
b o u n d in (1). Similarly, for n = o(m), the lower bound in T h e o r e m 3 dominate
the lower bounds of T h e o r e m 1.
Another application of the counting m e t h o d can be demonstrated b y deriving a
lower bound on vk (G).
T h e o r e m 4. [28] For any G with n vertices, m edges, where m > 3nk,

rn3
vk(G) > 37k2n2

27kn
37

r-l.
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3.2

The Bisection Method

The bisection method applies effectively when G is drawn on the plane or on a
surface. The method starts with inserting vertices of degree 4 at the edge crossings
and then applying a suitable separator theorem.
The following result of Leighton [21] which is proved using the planar separator theorem, has some nice algorithmic implications in approximating the planar
crossing number.
T h e o r e m 5. [~1] For any graph G of bounded degree,

cro(G) -t- n "- ~(b(G)2).
P r o o f . Consider a drawing of G with cro(G) crossings. Introducing a new vertex
at each crossing, we obtain a plane graph H with N = n + cro(G) vertices. Assign
weight 0 to each new vertex and weight of 1/n to all other vertices. Since, G has
bounded degree, H has also bounded degree, thus, it follows by the application
of the planar separator theorem that, by deletion of at most

o(V,, + c,-o(G))
edges, H can be separated into two parts H1 = (VH,, EH,) and H2 = (VH~, EH2)
such that the sets V1 = VHI N V and V~ = VH2 N V have at least n/3 elements.
Hence
b(G) < O(x/n + cro(V)),
and the result follows.
[3
A more general version of Theorem 5 can be shown using the separator theorem
of Gazit and Miller [13] and is known among VLSI community; a detailed proof
can be found in [30] or [24].
T h e o r e m 6 . Let G -- (V,E) and d~(G), i E V be degrees of vertices of G then
cr0(G) + ~

d~(G) = ~(b(G)2).

iEV

Sykora and Vrt'o [29] have shown that any G of genus at most g has a bisection
which is at most 5~/3n(g + 1)z2. Using this result they obtained the following
lower bound on a surface.
T h e o r e m 7. [29] For any graph G with n vertices and maximal degree A

b2(G)
crAG) > v5(g + y)a

""
[]

3.3

The Embedding Method

Leighton [21] used the concept of graph embedding and introduced a technique for
deriving lower bounds on the planar crossing number of the perfect shufiie and the
mesh of trees. His technique requires an estimate for congestion of embedding Kn
into the underlying graph G. Shahrokhi and Sz~kely [26] generalized Leighton's
approach to graphs with unbounded degrees and gave estimates of embedding
Kn into a large class of symmetric graphs. For instance the following result was
shown.
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8. [26] Let G be an edge transitive graph with n >_ 65 and m _<
n ( n - 1)/221ogn. Then
Theorem

cro(G) >_ 1

(n-~m~
~ d / 2 (1 - o(111 - ~n A ,

n 2
where d is the average distance in G. Moreover, iF m : O( or~-~)
, then ~ can be
replaced by 5"6"
1
[]

Let Q, denote the t-dimensional cube. Theorem 8 gives

ero(Q~) >_ 1 4 ' ( 1 -

o(1)),

which is the best known lower bound previously obtained by S~kora and Vrt'o
using an ad-hoc method.
Further generalization was obtained by Shahrokhi, S~kora, Sz~kely and Vrt'o [25],
[27] who showed the following result.
T h e o r e m 9. [25, 27] Let G = (V, E) and H = (V', E') be graphs with IV'I <_

IVI = n and let w be an embedding of H into G. Let Da be a drawing oF G on a
surface S o oF genus g. Then there is a drawing DIt oF H on S o such that

-

~2

2 \~-~/

"

P r o o f s k e t c h . Consider an embedding w = (r r of H into G with edge congestion p• and vertex congestion m~. Without loss of generality we assume that
small neighborhoods of the vertices are disks and that the continuous curves representing the edges of G in the drawing DG turn into straight line segments in
the disks. Using DG and the embedding of H into G, we shall obtain a drawing
OH of H on S 0. The vertex set will be the same V. For an edge e = ij of H , let
p = r
be the active r162
path in G and pDG be the drawing of p in DG.
To draw the edge e on S0, we draw a curve along pDG between the vertices r
and r
which does not pass through any intermediate vertex of p. We assume
(with no loss of generality) that this curve of D2 goes "parallel" with pDG, and
also very close to pDo. It can be shown that the total number of crossings in OH
is at most cro(Da)p ~ § nm~/2.
2
We have, therefore

+ cr.(D )p

> erAOH),

which implies the result. []
The application of Theorem 9 requires an embedding of H in G with suitable
values for edge and vertex congestion. Note that we can take OH to be an optimal
drawing of H on Sg, and get a lower bound for cr0(DG ) for any drawing DG of
G. Conversely, if D 6 is given, then we can a drawing D ~ which satisfies the
inequality. When applying Theorem 9, H is normally taken to be a complete
graph.
2~
Let g = o(~v),
then the application of Theorem 9 gives
cr.(Q,) =
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which is asymptotically stronger than the lower bounds obtained by the applications of Theorems 3 and 7. For larger values of g, say 2t-4t > g > 2t-l, Theorem
3 gives

cr,(q,) =
which asymptotically dominates the lower bounds obtained by the applications
of Theorems 7 and 9.
4
4.1

Algorithms
A Divide and Conquer Algorithm

Computing cro(G) is known to be NP-hard [12], thus it only make sense to approximate it. There is one algorithm which can provide provably near-optimal
solution for the planar crossing number, when G has bounded degree. This goes
back to Bhatt and Leighton [7]. For the special case of bipartite graphs, when
the locations of vertices in one partite set are fixed on the plane, very efficient
algorithms which produce constant times optimal solutions have been recently
discovered by Eades and Wormald [10].
T h e o r e m 10. [7] Suppose that there is polynomial time algorithm which approximates b(G) to within a multiplicative factor of R(n), for any n vertex graph
G, where R(n) is some nondecreasing functional measure of error. Then for any
degree bounded graph G, there is a polynomial time algorithm which produces a
drawing of G in the plane with at most

O(c o(G) +

.)

edge crossings.
o
In proving the above results Bhatt and Leighton recursively bisect G, to G1 and
G2, and draw the edges in the cut after G1 and G2 are drawn. To draw an edge
e = ij in the cut, Bhatt and Leighton used Jordan curves which connect i and
j to the boundary of the drawings for G1 and G2. These curves may have many
bends, and thus in the drawings obtained through Theorem 10 the edges are not
straight lines. Recently [28], the method of Theorem 10 was adopted to obtain
the drawings on one page which are easily extended to k pages. Moreover, these
one page drawings easily give rise to straight line drawings of G in the plane,
and hence provide for the first provably good approximation algorithm for the
rectilinear crossing number.
T h e o r e m 11. [28] Assume that we have an approximation algorithm for bisecting
any graph G so that the number of edges in the cut is at most R(n)b(G), where
R(n) is some nondecreasing functional measure of error. Then we can produce a
drawing of G on a one page book with at most

O(log 2 nn2(-)(cr0(e) +

4(a)))
iEV

crossings.
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P r o o f s k e t c h . Using our approximation algorithm, we recursively partition G,
to G1 and G2, draw G1 and G2 on the one page book such that all vertices of G1
precede all vertices of G2 in the spine, and then insert and draw any edge xy in
the partition using a half circle whose diameter equals to the distance of a from
b on the line. The process of recursively partitioning G gives rise to a binary tree
T, the partition tree of G, whose vertices are subgraphs of G. Let H be a node
of T; we denote b y / / 1 and H2 the children of H in T. Let lDH be the m a x i m u m
number of half circles that enclose any vertex in the drawing D ~ of H obtained
by the algorithm. It is easy to verify that,

1D" = O ( l o g , n ( , ) b ( H ) ) .

(5)

Moreover, it is easy to verify that

vI(DH) <_ vI(DH,) + vI(DH2) + R2(n)b2(H) + (lD~'* + ID~2)(R(n)b(H))
and hence by (5) we get

vl(DH) < Vl(D/~,) + Vl(D~/2) + O(R2(n)b2(H) log n).
Now one can use Theorem 6, to solve the above recurrence relation over a subtree
of T rooted at H. We get,

vl(DH) = O(log 2 nR2(n)(cro(H) + y ~ d~(H))).
IEV~

This finishes the proof, since we can take H to be G.
[3
Very recently [8] polynomially time bounded algorithm for approximately computing the bisection within a constant multiplicative factor from the optimal were
discovered. Hence, we can assume R(n) = O(1) and derive the following result.
T h e o r e m 12. [28] We can draw any graph G on a 1-page book in polynomial
time with at most

O(log2n(cro(G)+~d~(G)))
iEV

crossings. Moreover, assume that G has ~ ( G ) = O(6(0) 15) and ~n > a,, then,

the number of crossings in our drawing is within a factor of O(log 2 n) from the
optimal value
The connection between k-page drawings and 1-page drawings is easy to see.
T h e o r e m 13. [28] We can draw any graph G on a k-page book, k ~ 2, in polynornial time with at most

crossings. Moreover, assume that G has A = 0(61.5) and m >_ 4n, then, for k = 2
the number of crossings in our drawing is within a factor of O(log 2 n) from the
optimal value.
[]

Bienstock and Dean [5, 6] have extensively investigated the relationship between
cro(G) and ceo(G) and have obtained the following.
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T h e o r e m 14. [5] For any graph G, we have,

c 0(G) = O( cr0(G) 2)
[]
The results in [5] and [6] are the firstgeneral results in the literature, regarding the
relationship between cro(G) and c-~(G). However, these results do not provide for
a provably near-optimal solution in polynomial time. The significance of drawing
G on one page in Theorem 12 is best understood by its relevance to near-optimal
drawing of graphs with straight lines.
T h e o r e m 15. [28] We can draw any graph G with straight lines on the plane in

polynomial time with at most
O(log2n(ero(G)+y]~d~(G)))
iEv
crossings. Moreover, the number of crossings in our drawing is within a multiplicative factor ofO(log 2 n) from the optimal value for any G with m >_4n, and
=

P r o o f sketch. Note that a 1-page drawing of G is equivalent to a drawing in
which the vertices of G are places as the corners of a convex polygon in the plane,
in the same order as them order on the straight line, and the edges of G are drawn
using sides or chords of the polygon. To verify the suboptimality, one can show
that for m _> 4n and A = 0(61.5), cro(G) asymptotically dominates the sum of
the square of degrees.
[]
For m >_ 4n Theorem 15 implies,
c-~(G) = O(A log2 cro(G)cro(G)),
which improves the result in [5].
As Bienstock and Dean indicated in [5] if it is required that the coordinates of
vertices are integers, then the construction in Theorem 14 requires very large
integers whose sizes are not bounded by a polynomial of n. The question posed
in [5] was then, whether the rectilinear drawing in Theorem 14 can be embedded
in the plane so that all coordinates are integers whose size are bounded above by
a polynomial of n. Note that any convex polygon on n vertices could be drawn in
the plane so that any vertex has integer coordinates and the largest coordinate is
O(n~). Thus, the improved straight line drawings which are obtained in Theorem
15 can be embedded in the plane so that all coordinates are integers and the
largest integer is O(n2). Nevertheless, if rn < 4n, the results in [28] do not work.
This is not too surprising, as Bienstock has given examples of cubic graphs for
which in any optimal straight line drawings in the plane, the number of bits for
the largest coordinate is not bounded by any polynomial of n. Thus, the difficulty
of constructing straight line drawings is more likely to be experienced for very
sparse graphs.

4.2

A l g o r i t h m s B a s e d on t h e D r a w i n g s o f K .

Occasionally, it is useful to have a good drawing of Kn, and draw G using this
drawing. This method has been most effective when drawing G on surfaces and
books with large number of pages.
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T h e o r e m 16. [28] For any graph G = (V, E), we can construct a drawing in a
k-page book in polynomial time, with at most

many crossings.
P r o o f Sketch. First, we draw Kn with O(~-~) crossings on a k-page book. (see
[28] for details). Next, we show the existence of a suitable drawing of G by randomly drawing G using the drawing of Kn. Finally, to actually obtain such a
drawing of G, one can remove the randomness from our construction in polynomial time by verifying that the expected values of the conditional probabilities
can be computed in polynomial time [2].
[]

The upper bound from Theorem 16 is asymptotically optimal at least for dense
graphs i.e. m -- ~ ( n 2) and k < (1 - r
for 0 < r < 1, as follows from
Theorem 4. The method of Theorem 16 can also be used to draw G on a surface.
In fact, this is the only existing algorithm, that we are aware of, for drawing of
graphs on surfaces.
T h e o r e m 17. [27] We can draw any G on a surface of genus g ~ 2 with

crossings in polynomial time. This number of crossings is within a factor of
O(log ~ g) from the optimal, provided that n2/m < g < m/8.
P r o o f s k e t c h . The proof is similar to Theorem 16, except that we need a drawing of Kn on S with O(
g ) crossings. To get such drawing of G we will use
Theorem 9 with H being Kn and G being the cartesian product of a cube and
a perfect shuffle graph with suitable dimensions. The details are tedious and can
be found in [27].
O
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